Assignment 6: Newspaper Feature Story: "Fall Back/Spring Forward: The End of Our Day"

For this assignment you have been hired by Newsday to shoot the front-page image for the "Lifestyle" section of the Sunday paper. The story is about the recent time change that took place this past weekend and the effect it will have on us. It will get darker sooner in the afternoon and with the up-coming winter season our daylight will be shortened even further. The emphasis of the story is on the "End Of the Day" for people getting off work and now returning home in the dark.

**How to Succeed**

Shoot in **"Low Light"** and shoot a minimum of 50 images.

- Outdoors after sunset or at night.
- Indoors or enclosed

"**Bracket**" each image/subject + and - one full stop.

- Shoot on Manual and bracket manually.
- Or shoot using one of the professional shooting modes and use the AEB (auto exposure bracketing) system for your camera.

Use a **Tripod / higher ISO's up to 3200** if needed to insure you do not get camera shake.

Think about capturing the **"decisive moment"** for the theme of the assignment.

Use **"photographic composition"** to strengthen the visual image, make the entire frame "active." Images can be **vertical or horizontal**.

Use **"light"** to express a emotion and mood in the photograph

The final image size is to be **6X9 inches**.

Use Bridge to rename and rate your images. (Required)
Use PhotoShop to process your image using the following:
Image Size/Cropping
Sharpening Layer (Required)
Levels Adjustment Layer (Required)
Dodge/Burn Layer (Required)
Contrast/Density (If Needed)
Balancing: Hue&Saturation/Selective Color/Color Balance/Black& White (If Needed)

**No creative Photoshop work allowed such as creative filters**

**What to Submit for Grading**

- 1 - 8.5X11 print
- 1-Archive CD of your entire shoot renamed and rated + PSD image.
- Label the CD’s with your last name + A6 (example “Keener A6”)
- All of the above in a folder with your name and ART145 MW clearly marked on the outside.

**Due Dates:**

**Monday/Wednesday Class**
- Wednesday 11/12 at the end of class

**Tuesday/Thursday Class**
- Thursday 11/13 at the end of class